Various criterion of gravitational singularities have been suggested [3, 6, 7] . In view of the well-known correspondence between the space-time distributions and the gravitational fields on a world manifold X 4 , gravitational singularities can be indicated by singularities of these distributions [10, 11] . In the germ terms, singularities of a (3+1) distribution look locally like singularities of a foliation whose leaves are level surfaces of a real function f on X. If f is a single-valued function, changes of leave topology at critical points of f take place [10] . In case of a multi-valued function f , one can lift the foliation to the total space of the cotangent t * X bundle over X, then extend it over branch points of f and project this extension onto X. Singular points of this projection constitute a Lagrange map caustic by Arnol'd.
In gravitational theory, a space-time structure is usually defined to be a (3+1) decomposition
of the tangent bundle over a world manifold into a 3-dimensional spatial subbundle F and its time-like orthocomplement T 0 X. Recall that there is the 1:1 correspondence between the nonvanishing 1-forms ω on a manifold X and the smooth orientable distributions F of 1-codimensional subspaces of tangent spaces to X. This correspondence is defined by the equation F⌋ω = 0.
A form ω is called a generating form of a distribution F.
We have the following theorem [7, 12] formulated in terms of space-time distributions [11] .
Theorem F.or every gravitational field g on a world manifold X, there exists an associated pair (F, g R ) of a space-time distribution F with a generating tetrad form
and a Riemannian metric g, so that
where k is a Riemannian metric in the tangent subbundle F. Conversely, given a Riemannian metric g R , every oriented smooth 3-dimensional distribution F with a generating form ω is a space-time distribution compatible with the gravitational field g given by expression (2) where
A 1-codimensional distribution F is called an integrable distribution if its generating form ω obeys the equation
In this case, fibres of the corresponding (3+1) decomposition (1) are tangent to leaves of some 1-codimensional foliation of spatial hypersurfaces of a world manifold X. An integrable space-time distribution (a space-time foliation) is called causal if its generating form can be exact, that is,
where f is some real function on X which has no critical points where df = 0 [8] . This notion of causality coincides with the one of stable causality by Hawking [7] . Leaves of a causal foliation are level surfaces of its generating function f . No curve transversal to leaves of a causal foliation intersects each leave more than once.
We say that a gravitational field g on X is free from singularities if there exists an associated pair of a complete Riemannian metric g R and a causal space-time foliation F with the generating form h 0 such that g R (∇h 0 , ∇h 0 ) is bounded on X. This condition guaranties that, being complete with respect to g R , a space-time satisfies the well-known b-completeness condition [2] . One can distinguish several types of gravitation singularities in accordance to this criterion. We examine gravitation singularities characterized by singularities of space-time distributions. The distribution singularities can be described locally (in the germ form) as singularities of a causal foliation with a generating function f . There are two types of these singularities.
(i) A single-valued generating function f has critical points where df = 0. It generates the Haefliger structure (the singular foliation) of its level sets on X. These level sets change their topology at critical points of f . Gravitation singularities of this type are the scalar curvature singularities in accordance to the classification in [4] .
(ii) A generating function f is a multiple-valued function on X. The leaves of the foliation F defined on the domain where f is a single-valued begin to intersect each other at branch points of f . Branch points of f where the foliation is destroyed form a caustic. To describe foliation singularities of this type, one can lift the space-time foliation F into the total space of the cotangent bundle T * X, then extend this lifted foliation over the singular points, and project the extended foliation onto the base X. Singularities of F can be described as singularities of this projection.
In gravitation theory, a geometrical locus of focal and conjugate points is called a caustic by analogy with geometrical optics [9, 13] . We follow the general mathematical notion of caustics as singularities of the Lagrange maps [1, 5] . Each caustic can be brought locally (in germ terms) into the following standard form.
Let a space R 2n be endowed with the coordinates {x µ , P µ }. Let us consider the Liouville form
on R 2n and a submanifold N of R 2n such that
that is, being restricted onto N, the form α is exact:
Such a manifold of maximal dimension n is called a Lagrange submanifold. A Lagrange submanifold can be defined by a generating function S(x i , P j ) of n variables (x i , P j , i ∈ I, j ∈ J) (where (I, J) is some partition of the set (1, ..., n). It is given by the relations
Let us consider the projection
of R 2n onto R n . Being restricted to the Lagrange submanifold
this projection is called the Lagrange map. A caustic is defined to be the set of critical points of a Lagrange map, i.e., the points where the matrix
For instance, a caustic on manifolds is defined as follows. Let the cotangent bundle T * X be provided with the induced coordinates (x µ , P µ , ...x µ ). The Liouville form (3) defines n-dimensional Lagrange submanifolds of T * X. Singular points of projection of such a Lagrange submanifold onto the base X form a caustic.
Let us note that a geometrical locus of focal and conjugate points of Riemannian and time-like pseudo-Riemannian geodesics also is a caustic in accordance to the Arnol'd definition [10] .
Our definition of foliation caustics is based on the following proposition.
Proposition . For any foliation of level surfaces F of a manifold X, there is a foliation F ′ of some Lagrange submanifold of T * X such that F is the image of F ′ under the Lagrange map.
Proof. Let f be a generating function of the foliation F. We define the embedding
Its image is a Lagrange submanifold of T * (X). Let F ′ be the induced foliation π * γ(X) F of γ(X) where π γ(X) is the Lagrange map π γ(X) : γ(X) → X.
Since γ and π γ(X) are diffeomorphisms between X and γ(X) (π γ(X) • γ = idX), the foliation F on X can be represented as the image of the foliation F ′ on γ(X) under the Lagrange map π γ(X) .
For instance, let N ⊂ T * X be the Lagrange submanifold generated locally by a function S(x i , P j ), and let F ′ be the foliation of level surfaces of the function and the corresponding Lagrange manifold N is given by equations
The Lagrange map then reads
The caustic set where ∂ 2 S/∂P 2 0 = 0 consists of the points
, and its Lagrange image on X contains the points
The generating function of the foliation F ′ on the Lagrange manifold takes the form
. Then, on X, the generating function of the Lagrange image of F ′ reads
where the function P 0 (x 0 , x 1 ) is defined by equation (4) . The function P 0 and the generating function f become three-valued functions at caustic points. The A 3 -germ of foliation caustics thus is characterized by the behavior of the component ω 0 of the foliation generating form which is tripled at caustic points.
Caustic singularities have the following feature. There are domains of a space-time where not nearest, but the far separated leaves begin to intersect each other. Therefore, a space-time foliation can be locally prolonged over the caustic points, whereas global prolongation of this foliation is impossible.
For example, let f (u, v) be a real function on R 2 which obeys the equation
where u, v are coordinates on R 2 . This function is the singled-valued one
, and it is the three-valued function
at points v 2 < u 3 . Let F be the foliation
This foliation has the caustic singularity at the branch points v 2 = u 3 of the function f . Moreover, u = v = 0 is the A 3 -caustic point, whereas the other ones v 2 = u 3 = 0 are points of the A 2 -caustic. The leaves F c , c > α > 0, can be prolonged over the caustic curve v = u 3/2 onto the domain 0 < v < u 3/2 where they can be described as leaves of the foliation f 0 (u, v) = const.
These leaves however begin to intersect each other when v < 0, although the nearest leaves intersect each other only on the caustic curve v = −u 3/2 . Note that the leaves F c>0 begin to intersect the leaves F c<0 on the caustic curve v = u 3/2 . Caustic singularities however are not reduced to the locally extensible singularities [4] . For instance, the A 2 -caustic points u 2 = v 3 = 0 of the abovementioned foliation caustic are locally extensible singularity points, whereas the A 3 -caustic point u = v = 0 is not locally extensible.
